
LOMBARDIS GRILL

carriagehouseautoresto.com Vince Lombardi's Steakhouse. food was mediocre could be cleaner whole area stunk of
cigarrette smoke.

The only thing "legendary" about this dump is how bad the food and environment is. Pleasant Woods Park. I
ordered a buffalo chicken wrap with home style chips and it was so good, just a little spicy so be prepared and
have some water. Food was decent, hence the two stars. It's basically a bar attached to the casino, and it smells
like it; it's filled with cigar and cigarette smoke. The mac and cheese, with chicken, did not look very
appetizing and the taste was, meh, for a rich cheese flavor you'd expect. Upper level house one bedroom with
queen size bed. Happen to see servers also just pass tables, when their customers were actually trying to get
their attention. She took 1 bite and couldn't take the flavor. Surprised she didn't have me go to the kitchen to
ask the cook what the options were Lombardi would be disappointed. Terrible service! It was a Friday night
and we got there about 8pm. Minus side: the drinks cost more than the bars in the casino. Cheese curds are
good. I know and understand they are part of the casino, but I was hoping not to inhale smoke as I ate. Towson
land lines, the community is conveniently nestled between Chinquapin Run Park and Mt. Go somewhere else.
Modern Townhouse two blocks from Towson with a ton of outdoor and indoor space. If your a packer fan and
want to have fun and have a few drinks. My wife's first buttermilk fried chicken sandwich was burnt and the
waitress knew it as she commented when she handed it to my wife. Can't wait to try the other ones. It's too
open to the casino, the cigarette smoke is sometimes pretty strong, depending on how busy it is. This last time
we had the pot roast and chicken fingers and both were very tasty. Went late on a Friday night and found
service to be a little slow. We've been here a few times and each time it's been very underwhelming. As for the
house made chips, I was very satisfied and would recommend them as your side with most of the dishes they
serve. If our waitress would ever come back I'd post her name. You would have to provide tools needed for
charcoal grill especially the great food


